
SOUNDS – WRITE (Y1) 
A Whole School Approach



What is Sounds-Write

Sounds-Write is a systematic phonics programme that teaches the 
children to read and spell words.  It is carefully structured to 
teach the children to read and spell simple CVC words such as sat 
to very much more complex words like personification.

The children begin with the initial code in Reception which includes 
single sounds and also 2 letters make 1 sound, for example, sh.

From Year 1 onwards the children are introduced to extended code 
and polysyllabic words. This is where alternate sounds are 
introduced. For example /ae/ - ai, ay, ea and a-e.

Children have daily, whole class Sounds-Write lessons. 



What is Sounds-Write

Throughout the programme the children learn:

1. Conceptual Knowledge
2. Skills
3. Code Knowledge



What is Sounds-Write

Conceptual Knowledge

• Letters are symbols the represents sounds

• A sound may be spelled by 1, 2, 3 or 4 letters (street, night, 
dough)

• The same sound can be spelled in more that one way. (rain, break, 
gate, stay)

• Many spellings can be represent more than one sound. (head, 
seat, break)



What is Sounds-Write

Skills

• Blending – push sounds together to build words (r/ai/n).

• Segmenting – pull apart the individual sounds in words (sh i p)

• Phoneme manipulation – insert sounds into and delete sounds out 
of words (pain - rain - train - trains)



What is Sounds-Write

Alphabet Code Knowledge



Pronunciation of Sounds

When pronouncing sounds it is important 
not to place a /u/ on the end.
For example du. This is two sounds /d/ and 
/u/.
To hear the correct pronunciation of 
sounds search ‘pure sounds’ and Youtube 
links can be followed.



What does Sounds-Write look like?

Teaching is whole class with post teach sessions 
for children who need additional practise.
There are several structured lessons which are 
followed and 3 of these are taught each session.
● Lesson 6 - one sound, different spelling. Word 

build
● Lesson 7 - as lesson 6 reading and writing
● Lesson 8 - sound review
● Lesson 9 - seek the sound
● Lesson 10 - one spelling, different sounds.
● Dictation.



Reading

Reading is the one ability that, once set in motion, 
has the capacity to feed itself, to grow 
exponentially, providing a base from which the 
possibilities are infinite.

Michael Morpurgo



Reading



Reading

Extended code reading books.



Strategies to support reading at home

Ask the children to say the 
sounds on the front of the book.

Children read the title. (They 
may need to segment and blend)



Strategies to support reading at home

● Read the story to your child and talk about the 
words and sounds they are looking for.

● Say the sounds and read the word.
● Tell your child if they are struggling - “this is 

the sound ai”
● If they make an error such as reading c/o/ld 

when it should be c/oa/ld , ask them to say the 
sounds and read the word again. If they repeat 
the error, say “ this is the sound ‘oa’. Now say 
the sounds and read the word.”



Strategies to support reading at home

Inside picture of a book to discuss words that they may not know.

● Talk to your child about words they do not 
know. Knew vocabulary is important.

● Do not look at the pictures for clues - just 
‘say the the sounds and read the word”.

● Practise the same book regularly - this 
improves fluency ( 1 decodable book will be 
given each week).



Helping at home

Be a role model - share books and let your child see 
you reading and enjoying a book.

Read labels and signs when out and about - reading 
for meaning.

Play spot the sound when looking at a book.

Phonicsplay.co.uk - practise reading real and 
nonsense words in preparation for phonics screen.



Phonics screening

At the end of Year One children will sit a phonic 
screen. This is 40 decodable words which assess a 
range of sounds.
Some of these are ‘real’ words and others are 
‘nonsense’. Nonsense are indicated by an alien. The 
pass score is usually around the 32 mark. If 
children do not pass then this is retaken in Year 2.



Phonics screening



Helping at home

Help your child to read and write: New online course

'Help your child to read and write' is an online course in two parts - and the first part is 
free! It's aimed specifically at parents and carers who are interested in putting their 
children on the first steps to literacy. Part 1 covers the first seven units of the Initial 
Code, and Part 2 covers units 8 to 11 inclusive.

https://www.udemy.com/course/help-your-child-to-read-and-write/

https://www.udemy.com/course/help-your-child-to-read-and-write/

